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	This book proposes systemic design methodologies applied to electrical energy systems, in particular analysis and system management, modeling and sizing tools.

	It includes 8 chapters: after an introduction to the systemic approach (history, basics & fundamental issues, index terms) for designing energy systems, this book presents two different graphical formalisms especially dedicated to multidisciplinary devices modeling, synthesis and analysis: Bond Graph and COG/EMR. Other systemic analysis approaches for quality and stability of systems, as well as for safety and robustness analysis tools are also proposed. One chapter is dedicated to energy management and another is focused on Monte Carlo algorithms for electrical systems and networks sizing.

	The aim of this book is to summarize design methodologies based in particular on a systemic viewpoint, by considering the system as a whole. These methods and tools are proposed by the most important French research laboratories, which have many scientific partnerships with other European and international research institutions. Scientists and engineers in the field of electrical engineering, especially teachers/researchers because of the focus on methodological issues, will find this book extremely useful, as will PhD and Masters students in this field.
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Financial and Managerial AccountingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Why This Book? This textbook contains features to help

	you learn best, whatever your learning style. To understand

	what your learning style is, spend about 10 minutes to

	take the learning style quiz at the book’s companion

	website. Then, look at page xiii for how you can apply an

	understanding of your learning style...
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A Plain English Guide to Financial TermsNational Adult Literacy Agency, 2004

	EBS has joined with the National Adult Literacy Agency (NALA) to

	develop and implement a three-year Financial Literacy Programme.

	Through this programme we plan to work together to help tackle the

	issue of financial literacy as a barrier to accessing financial services.





	With over 50% of Irish adults having less than...
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HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide, 5th EditionO'Reilly, 2002
HTML & XHTML: The Definitive  Guide, 5th Edition is the most comprehensive, up-to-date book available  on HTML and XHTML. The authors cover every element of HTML/XHTML in detail,  explaining how each element works and how it interacts with other elements. With  hundreds of examples, the book...
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Innovation, Entrepreneurship, Geography and Growth (Surveys of Recent Research in Economics)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Innovation, Entrepreneurship, Geography and Growth provides a timely, accessible review of our understanding of the complex links between innovation, entrepreneurship, geography and growth. Expert contributions provide a thorough roadmap of the developments in research at the interface of these themes.

	
		A timely and...
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WALCOM: Algorithms and Computation: Second International Workshop, WALCOM 2008, Dhaka, Bangladesh, February 7-8, 2008, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008

	
		This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International Workshop on Algorithms and Computation, WALCOM 2008, held in Dhaka, Bangladesh, in February 2008.

	
		The 19 revised full papers presented together with 3 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 57 submissions. The papers feature...
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The 7 Powers of Questions: Secrets to Successful Communication in Life and at WorkPerigee Trade, 2000

	Gaining a clear understanding of the value of questions is

	probably the single most dominant factor in my overall success

	in business and in life. As a sales trainer and the author of ten

	books on the subject of selling, including How to Master the Art

	of Selling, I have always been a believer in the value of questions.

	I...
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